
 
Not many people know about Wyoming,but it is actually a very 

interesting state.  Did you know Wyoming became the 44th state on July 
10,1890? It is the equality state because it is the first state to let women vote; 
it was also the first place to have a female governor. Wyoming's first official 
town was Cheyenne;  it is also the biggest town. In this essay you will learn all 
about Wyoming.  
 
 

There are many interesting facts about Wyoming’s state 
flag.Wyoming's state flag has a dark blue background with a red and wite 
outline. In the middle it has a buffalo and inside the buffalo it has the state 
note seal. All of Wyoming's facts are cool,but the ones about the flag are my 
favorite. 
 
 

Did you know Wyoming is a very large state, it is actually the ninth 
largest state . Wyoming is the least populated state only having  567,025 
people living there and  is 97,813 square feet .Mark Gordon is the governor of 
Wyoming .Wyoming borders Ohio, Montana, Utah,South Dakota,Nebraska 
and Colorado. Wyoming is a good state to border! 
 
 

   Wyoming has some of the world's coolest landmarks! .For example, 
there is Yellowstone national park and Devils Tower.Animportant city in 
Wyoming is Cheyenne,which is the state’s capital. There is not much water in 
Wyoming and there are no important waterways .If you ever go to 
Wyoming,make sure you go to these places. 
 
 

Wyoming has the perfect weather because there are four seasons. In 
the winter you will freeze! In the summer it can be more than ninety 
degrees.In spring it is  about 60-70 degrees and in the  fall it is mild. 



Wyoming’s climate is an interesting aspect of the state just like its economy. 
Wyoming’s economy is mainly based on  mining and agriculture. Wyoming’s 
tourism continues to grow and be an important part of its economy. These 
were some important facts about Wyoming’s climate and economy.  

 
Did you know Wyoming is home to many famous people? You might 

think there would not be a lot of famous people in Wyoming, well you are 
wrong. There are a lot of people that were born in Wyoming including; 
Jackson Pollock and Buffalo  Bill Cody. You may have guessed there are no 
famous sports teams but they root for the Denver Broncos. Can you think of 
any other famous people from Wyoming? 
 

Wyoming is such a cool state. I actually went to see the Devils Tower 
and it was so cool.I learned so much about this state of Wyoming . Wyoming 
is home to cool animals and people. I hope this essay makes you want to visit 
Wyoming! 
 


